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WITH PRIDE 
and LOVE FOR 

THE CRAFTSMANSHIP 
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CRAFTSMANSHIP SINCE 1897 

Since 1897, Knabstrup Keramik has crafted diverse products, showcasing 

exceptional talent. From clay flowerpots to pickle jars, we embody Danish 

ceramics’ cherished legacy, propelling us into an inspiring future.

WITH PRIDE, CLAY 
and LOVE FOR 

THE CRAFTSMANSHIP 
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CLAY 
by Rebecca Uth 

The Clay vase from Knabstrup, designed by Rebecca Uth, is a 

beautiful example of Danish design. Rebecca Uth, a renowned 

Danish designer, has dedicated her career to combining design 

and craftsmanship with a focus on long-lasting quality and 

timeless aesthetics. The Clay vase is a brilliant expression of 

her work, uniting form and function in a way that enriches our 

everyday lives with beauty.

Clay vase H 18 cm warm sand, K1565 / Clay vase H 32 cm terracotta, K1566
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Danish sculptor Anders Tinsbo’s notable work, “Vandkunst”, 

established in 1970 stands adjacent to the historic Rundetårn in 

Copenhagen. The fountain was a groundbreaking addition to the 

city’s landscape, being the first modern sculpture of its kind. 

WITH RESPECT  
and LOVE FOR THE ART  
THAT SURROUNDS US
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Tinsbo‘s legacy encompasses a blend of classical and contemporary elements, with 

”Vandkunst” serving as an enduring testament to his mastery in capturing the 

essence of fluidity and organic shapes.

 „Knabstrup Keramik honors ”Vandkunst” and artist Anders Tinsbo through the 

creation of small sculpture replicas, paying a beautiful tribute to Tinsbo‘s artistry 

and spreading the delight of his modern sculpture to a broader audience. These 

miniature versions provide an opportunity for more individuals to encounter and 

cherish the distinct beauty and significance encapsulated in the original sculpture.“ 

– Michael Ring, CEO of Knabstrup Keramik.

Vandkunst sculpture, K1600

VANDKUNST 
by Anders Tinsbo



COLORIT a life  
FULL OF COLOURS

 KERAMIKKNABSTRUP 

What we need in our lives is colour—and lots of it. The Colorit range is a 

colourful ‘sister’ to the classic Knabstrup tableware, designed by Johannes 

Hansen back in the 1960s. Colorit features a simple, stylish design with 

an elegant, ribbed base, left raw and unglazed so we can see and feel the 

stoneware. The Colorit series comprises beautiful bowls, mugs and plates 

in vibrant glazes and colours. While each individual shade has tons of 

personality in itself, you can easily mix and match them. 
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K1260

K1270

K1400

K1401

K1261

K1271

K1400-1

K1401-1

K1263

K1273

K1400-3

K1401-3

K1268

K1278

K1400-6

K1401-6

K1266

K1276

K1400-8

K1401-8
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The Knabstrup Colorit series includes mug 250 ml, bowl, plate Ø 19 and Ø 27 cm 

in colors sand, pink, coral, yellow and grey.
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KNABSTRUP VASE 
Original since 1940

 KERAMIKKNABSTRUP 

Over the years Knabstrup Keramik has produced a large number of beautiful vases in 

many different shapes. We are particularly proud of this vase. It was originally designed 

in the 1940s, and is still a timeless artistic object. 

With its elegant, classic shape it will still look pure and stylish for many years to come. 

Today, the vase is glazed in modern, Nordic colours, reflecting our simple cosy lifestyle. 

The Knabstrup vase is designed for the tasteful presentation of flowers and twigs. 
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The Knabstrup vase is available in 4 sizes: 35, 27, 20 and 12.5 cm.  

Choose between black, white, lavender blue, mint green and sand. 

K1234-1

K1245

K1237

K1234

K1209

K1095

K1128

K1251

K1208

K1144

K1145

K1235-1

K1246

K1238

K1235

K1210

K1096

K1129

K1236-1

K1247

K1239

K11236

K1211

K1097

K1130
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CERAMICS 
FULL of LIFE 

For many years, Knabstrup created everyday luxury for the kitchen.  

The Utensil holders, flowerpots, and cultivation pots are all made of high-fired  

terracotta with reactive glazes, lending a unique and special look to each product.
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The production of flowerpots began in 1907 and Knabstrup became the largest producer 

of flowerpots in Scandinavia. This Knabstrup flowerpot design was originally produced 

in the 1970s. Today the flowerpots are just as solid and comes in a variety of lovely and 

modern glazes and colours. 
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KNABSTRUP FLOWERPOT 

Timeless Elegance  



K1193 K1194 K1195

K1117

K1116

K1121

K1120

K1125

K1124

The Knabstrup flowerpots series features 3 sizes: Ø 16.5, Ø 14.5 and Ø 12.5 cm  

and the pots come in 3 reactive glazes: Pink, ocean green, and soft mint.

 KERAMIKKNABSTRUP 
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K1233

K1212

K1215

STYLISH  
UTENSIL HOLDER  

Redefining Everyday Luxury

 KERAMIKKNABSTRUP 

The Knabstrup Keramik utensil holder is a stylish way to store 

utensils such as spoons, spatulas and other kitchen equipment. 

For many years, Knabstrup created everyday luxury for the 

kitchen. Inspired by a pickle jar from 1914, Knabstrup Keramik 

has now designed a utensil holder that is both practical and 

beautiful. The utensil holder is made of high-fired terracotta 

with reactive glazes, lending a unique and special look to each 

product. They are available in 3 reactive glazes: Pink, dusty blue 

and soft mint.
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K1233

K11198

K1201
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The cultivation pots make a fragrant addition to any windowsill. 

The decorative, sculptural cultivation pots were originally launched 

in the late 1970s. They are now back in a classic, timeless design 

and gorgeous colours. The cultivation pots are made of high-fired 

terracotta with reactive glazes, lending a unique and special 

look to each product. The cultivation pots provide an indoor herb 

garden for thyme, basil, rosemary or other herbs. These pots make 

it possible to grow and enjoy fresh herbs all year round. They are 

available in 3 reactive glazes: Pink, dusty blue and soft mint.

SCULPTURAL  
CULTIVATION POTS  

Your Indoor Herb Garden
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K1049 K1050 K1051 K1052

The dough dish is a Knabstrup classic. Most people are familiar with the beautiful glazed 

bowls made since the beginning of our ceramic production. Today, people still love 

homemade cooking and freshly baked bread and cakes. The legendary dough dishes are 

useful, not only in the kitchen, but also on the table for snacks, attractive salads, pasta 

dishes or fruits. 

The Knabstrup dough dishes in are available in four sizes: 5 L, 2 L, 0.5 L and 0.1 L. 

KNABSTRUP  
DOUGH DISH

From kneading to feasting
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K1031 K1032 K1033 K1087 K1088 K1089

The first Knabstrup Keramik pickle jars were made in 1914. Actually, when the 

production was at its peak, Knabstrup produced more than half of the pickle 

jars in Denmark. Our modern lifestyle still includes preserving our own beetroot 

and making jam. Many people find it satisfying and soothing to grow their own 

produce and make homemade delicacies. The pickle jars are also useful for 

storing kitchen tools and add a decorative touch to any domestic interior. 

The Knabstrup picke jar series features 3 sizes: 2 L, 1 L and 0.5 L  

and the picke jars come in 2 glazes: Terracotta and anthracite.

THE PICKLE JAR 
Pickle Perfection
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www.knabstrup.com  @knabstrupkeramik       @knabstrup_keramik


